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Key Points:9

• A global hybrid simulation predicts fluctuations in the O+ escape from Venus.10

• The fluctuations are associated with the foreshock ULF waves, which modulate11

the acceleration of heavy pickup ions.12

• Upstream waves need to be taken into account in the interpretation of heavy ion13

erosion from unmagnetized planets.14
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Abstract15

We study the solar wind driven, nonthermal escape of O+ ions from Venus in a global16

hybrid simulation. In the model, a well-developed ion foreshock forms ahead of the Venu-17

sian quasi-parallel bow shock under nominal upstream conditions. Large-scale magne-18

tosonic ultra-low-frequency (ULF) waves at 20–30-second period are excited, and con-19

vect downstream along the foreshock with the solar wind. We show that the foreshock20

ULF waves transmit through the bow shock in the downstream region and interact with21

the planetary ion acceleration, causing 25% peak-to-peak fluctuations in the O+ escape22

rate. These results demonstrate the importance of upstream plasma waves on the en-23

ergization and escape of heavy ions from the planetary atmospheres.24

1 Introduction25

Our sister planet Venus is extremely dry as compared to the Earth, and has likely26

lost a significant amount of water during the history of the solar system (Greenwood et al.,27

2018). It is still under debate how the water was lost, and how much different atmospheric28

erosion processes have changed the planet’s volatile inventories. Being an unmagnetized29

body, the upper atmosphere of Venus is subject to the direct, non-collisional solar wind-30

driven escape of ionized heavy elements, which are gravitationally bound to the atmo-31

sphere (Futaana et al., 2017). In the Venus-solar wind interaction, part of the ionized32

ionospheric and exospheric particle populations are accelerated to the escape velocity33

and are lost to space. At Earth the solar wind influence on the atmospheric erosion is34

mediated by the geomagnetic field (Yau et al., 1985; Nilsson et al., 2012). As the present-35

day heavy element loss rates from Venus are not very significant on the time-scales of36

planetary evolution, it is essential to quantify all mechanisms for the atmospheric escape37

to produce a realiable estimate of the volatile erosion history of the planet (Persson et al.,38

2018). Such results will also be relevant for Mars as well as for any other unmagnetized39

body in the solar or exoplanetary systems.40

The induced magnetosphere of Venus forms when the interplanetary magnetic field41

(IMF) piles up against the ionosphere creating the magnetic barrier. Similar to other42

planets, a bow shock forms the boundary between the supermagnetosonic solar wind and43

the heated and turbulent magnetosheath plasma enveloping the induced magnetospheric44

boundary or the magnetopause (Russell et al., 1988; Zhang et al., 2008a,b). The fore-45

shock region is magnetically connected to the bow shock, which allows backstreaming46

of the suprathermal charged particles (Eastwood et al., 2005; Omidi et al., 2017). The47

interaction between the suprathermal and incident solar wind populations drive a mul-48

titude of plasma waves, especially the large-scale ultra-low-frequency (ULF) magnetosonic49

waves, which are typically found under quasi-parallel conditions where the angle between50

the shock surface normal and the IMF is smaller than about 45◦ (Keiling et al., 2016;51

Fränz et al., 2017). Such waves can have significant effects on the dynamic processes in52

the planetary space environments especially at unmagnetized bodies, where the bow shock53

forms close to the planet (Lundin, 2011).54

Acceleration mechanisms of ions away from unmagnetized planets include several55

processes or ”escape channels”, which can be classified according to the ion energy and56

region around the planet (Dubinin et al., 2011; Brain et al., 2016). Significant cold or57

low energy ion escape is found especially in the induced magnetotail as well as at low58

altitudes near the ionosphere. At higher altitudes the largest-scale escape channel is the59

ion pickup but also several smaller scale channels exist. Relative escape rates through60

different channels can vary somewhat as a function of the upstream conditions and ob-61

served ion energy (Fedorov et al., 2011; Dong et al., 2017).62

In the high-energy escape, the pickup ions form the heavy ion plume (Nordström63

et al., 2013; Liemohn et al., 2014; Wei et al., 2017; Jarvinen et al., 2016). In addition64

to the so-called ”north-south” asymmetry, the plume exhibits a significant hemispheric65
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”dawn-dusk” asymmetry in the direction perpendicular to the plane defined by the undis-66

turbed solar wind velocity and convection electric field vectors, when the upstream IMF67

has a strong flow-aligned component as is typical at the orbit of Venus (McComas et al.,68

1986; Jarvinen et al., 2013). Interestingly, the dawn-dusk asymmetry means that the E×B69

drift turns the escaping heavy ions towards the hemisphere of the quasi-parallel bow shock70

and the ion foreshock rather than the opposite hemisphere (Jarvinen et al., 2013; Jarvi-71

nen and Kallio, 2014). The acceleration of planetary ions by convecting magnetic field72

fluctuations in the Venus’ magnetosheath downstream from the quasi-parellel bow shock,73

like the foreshock ULF waves, has been suggested in test particle studies (Luhmann et al.,74

1987), and recently discussed based on observations (Lundin et al., 2011; Collinson et al.,75

2018; Franco et al., 2020).76

Different aspects of the solar wind driven ion escape from unmagnetized planets77

have been studied in self-consistent plasma models including hybrid and magnetohydro-78

dynamic codes (Ledvina et al., 2008). While several studies have focused on the escape79

rates and the structure of the induced magnetosphere (e.g. Brain et al., 2010, and ref-80

erences therein), the interaction of the ULF waves and the ion escape has not been an-81

alyzed in a self-consistent model. Here we report on a new finding that the foreshock ULF82

waves have significant effects on the Venusian heavy ion acceleration in the induced mag-83

netosphere and escape.84

2 Model85

We simulate the Venus-solar wind interaction using the hybrid model platform RHy-86

brid (Jarvinen et al., 2018, 2020). In the model, ions of solar wind and planetary ori-87

gin are treated as macroscopic particle clouds (macroparticles) and their motion is de-88

termined by the Lorentz force. Electrons are an isothermal, charge-neutralizing and mass-89

less fluid. Planetary ions are produced via photoionization of hydrogen and oxygen ex-90

osphere coronae and via an upward emission of ionospheric oxygen ions from the model91

inner boundary. The production rates and profiles of planetary ions are the same as in92

our earlier Venus works and correspond to solar minimum conditions (Jarvinen et al.,93

2009, 2013). The solar wind is injected through the front wall, and macroparticles are94

removed from the simulation as they encounter simulation boundaries.95

The simulation run uses nominal, stationary upstream conditions at Venus (Slavin96

and Holzer , 1981) with Parker spiral angle of 36◦ and the flow-aligned component of the97

IMF stronger than the perpendicular component. The simulation setup and the algo-98

rithm are similar to our earlier studies of the Venus and Mars space environments (Kallio99

et al., 2010; Jarvinen et al., 2013), with the exception that the number of grid cells and100

macroparticles are much higher in the current parallel code compared to the sequential101

code. See Table 1 for details of the simulation run and Kallio and Janhunen (2003) for102

further details of the algorithm.103

We use a planet-centered coordinate system, where the x-axis is antiparallel to the104

incident, undisturbed solar wind flow, the y-axis is aligned along the perpendicular IMF105

component to the undisturbed solar wind flow, and the z-axis completes the right-handed106

coordinate system and, thus, is along the convection electric field in the undisturbed so-107

lar wind flow. The hemisphere where the upstream solar wind convection electric field108

points away from the planet (z > 0) is termed the +Esw hemisphere and the y < 0109

hemisphere is termed the foreshock hemisphere. The radius of Venus (RV = 6051.8 km)110

is used as the unit of length in the figures and the text.111

Temporal properties of the solar wind and planetary plasma and fields were recorded112

at every time step between t = 250...450 s in grid cells centered at the points P1 (x, y, z) =113

(0.56,−4.24, 0.01)RV, P2 (x, y, z) = (−2.19,−1.19, 0.01)RV, and P3 (x, y, z) = (0.01,−0.96, 0.86)RV.114

Figure 1 shows the locations of the points in the simulation domain.115
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3 Results116

Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the Venus induced magnetosphere and the O+ bulk117

flux (see Movie S01 in the supplementary material for the dynamics of these parameters).118

The induced magnetosphere is clearly visible in the Bz-component with the bow shock119

lineating the outermost boundary and the magnetosheath separating the induced mag-120

netotail from the upstream solar wind. The foreshock upstream of the bow shock on the121

y < 0 hemisphere includes large-scale waves visible in Bz. Both parameters in the fig-122

ure and the movie show ongoing variations at different temporal and spatial scales even123

though the solar wind driving is stationary.124

The O+ escape rate is analyzed in detail in Figure 2. The O+ net fluxes (outward125

flux - inward flux) integrated over spherical shells at different altitudes show the radial126

evolution of the escape rate dynamics. The lowest altitudes show little fluctuations in127

the O+ escape, but the fluctuations intensify with increasing altitude. The escape rate128

through the outer boundaries of the simulation domain shows fluctuations with about129

25% peak-to-peak amplitude, with maximum power spectral density at the frequency130

of 0.03-0.04 Hz (25-33 s) (Figure S04 in the supplementary material). Spectral maxima131

at about the same frequency range can be identified at the spherical shells r ≥ 1.5RV.132

The net escape rate increases to about 94% of the value at the domain outer bound-133

ary from the r = 1.1RV to 1.5RV shell. This low-altitude increase is caused by a drop134

in the planetward O+ rate and photoion production between the two shells. The plan-135

etward O+ rate is three orders of magnitude smaller than the net escape rate at the r =136

2.7RV shell. The O+ escape rates through the outer boundaries are 2.9×1024 s−1 for137

the ionospheric population and 1.9× 1024 s−1 for the exospheric photoions.138

Figure 3 displays the magnetic field time series in the foreshock (P1), in the quasi-139

parallel equatorial, night-side magnetosheath (P2) and in the low-altitude quasi-parallel140

terminator region on the +Esw hemisphere (P3). Periodic large-scale waves are evident141

at the three points with the maximum power spectral density in the ULF frequency range142

of about 0.03-0.05 Hz (20-33 s) (Figure S05 in the supplementary material). In this study,143

we refer to these waves as the 20–30-s waves. At P1, the average Bz is nearly zero as ex-144

pected due to the upstream conditions, whereas at P2 the average Bz is slightly nega-145

tive and at P3 positive because of the IMF piling up and draping around Venus.146

The electron density and the magnitude of the magnetic field are positively cor-147

related for the foreshock waves. Minimum variance analysis (MVA) shows that the fore-148

shock waves are left-hand polarized and travel at a small angle (< 10◦) with respect to149

the magnetic field in the simulation frame. An estimated wave phase speed is below the150

solar wind bulk velocity projected in the direction of the wave propagation, which im-151

plies that the foreshock waves are propagating upstream and are right-hand polarized152

in the plasma frame (see details of the MVA and phase speed determination in the model153

in Jarvinen et al., 2020). Taken together, these imply that the foreshock ULF waves are154

oblique fast magnetosonic modes excited by the backstreaming solar wind ions in the fore-155

shock. This in agreement with in situ spacecraft observations by Pioneer Venus Orbiter156

(Luhmann et al., 1983) and Venus Express (Shan et al., 2016) as well as with previous157

global hybrid models (Omidi et al., 2017).158

The O+ energization is analyzed in Figure 4. The parameter q ~E·~U(O+) gives the159

average net work by the electric field on an O+ ion in each grid cell per unit time. In160

the foreshock region (P1), the power varies from negative to positive implying tempo-161

ral changes from bulk deceleration to acceleration. This is due to a low O+ density and162

statistical variations of the velocity of exospheric photoions sometimes aligned and some-163

times anti-aligned with the electric field in the upstream region. In the nightside mag-164

netosheath at P2, the O+ flux is also dominated by the exospheric population, but the165

density is higher and, thus, the escaping O+ flow is more organized along the tail and166
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the electric field than at P1. The O+ density is highest at the quasi-parallel terminator167

(P3), and dominated by the ionospheric population. The average power is positive, in-168

dicating net acceleration at both downstream locations. The points P1-P3 show mod-169

ulation of q ~E·~U(O+) with the maximum power spectral density in the ULF frequency170

range of about 0.02-0.05 Hz (20-50 s) (Figure S06 in the supplementary material).171

4 Discussion172

Using a global hybrid simulation, we show that the upstream ULF waves interact173

with the O+ ion acceleration and escape from Venus. In the model, under nominal, sta-174

tionary solar wind conditions, large-scale 20–30-s magnetosonic foreshock ULF waves are175

excited in the ion foreshock and they convect downstream with the solar wind flow and176

transmit through the quasi-parallel bow shock (Shan et al., 2014; Dubinin and Fraenz ,177

2016). The waves interact with the O+ energization in the upstream, near-equatorial mag-178

netosheath and low-altitude terminator regions on the foreshock hemisphere (Figure 4).179

The coupling between the O+ acceleration and the ULF waves at the frequency range180

of the foreshock ULF waves is evident in the upstream region (x = -1.5 ... 0.5 RV, y =181

-3.0 ... -2.0 RV), and in the quasi-parallel magnetosheath (x = -3.0 ... -1.5 RV, y =182

-2.0 ... -1.0 RV) (Figure 1, Movie S02 in the supplementary material). Furthermore, the183

coupling of the O+ energization and Bz is present already at the low-altitude region on184

the spherical shell at r = 1.29RV where the vantage point P3 is located (Figures 2-4,185

Movie S03 in the supplementary material). The ULF waves and the O+ modulation at186

the frequency range of the foreshock ULF waves are clearly visible on the quasi-parallel187

side of the shell (longitude = 240 ... 360◦ and latitude = -10 ... 60◦) from t = 100 s on-188

wards.189

The dynamics of the escaping O+ ions in the model can be shown to be consistent190

with theoretical consideration of an idealized pickup process (Jarvinen and Kallio, 2014):191

A scatter-free motion of a pickup ion starting at rest in homogeneous electric and mag-192

netic fields includes periods with the z-component of the velocity aligned (acceleration)193

and anti-aligned (deceleration) with the electric field. A time evolution of the energiza-194

tion for an ideal pickup ion is q ~E · ~U(O+) = qEzVE×B sin(Ωct), where q is the parti-195

cle electric charge, Ez is the convection electric field, VE×B is the E×B drift velocity, Ωc196

is the angular gyrofrequency and t is time. In our case, the upstream conditions give q ~E·197

~U(O+) = 639 eV/s sin(Ωct) for a pickup ion, showing that the ideal energization varies198

from −639 eV/s to 639 eV/s, compatible with the values in Figure 4. Even though the199

energization rates of hundreds of eVs per second are high, planetary heavy ions are ob-200

served at tens of keV energies and such acceleration is available by the electric fields em-201

bedded in induced magnetospheres (Futaana et al., 2017; Jarvinen et al., 2018).202

It is also important to notice that the ULF waves are not resonant with the gyro-203

motion of the O+ ions: In the upstream region, the O+ gyroperiod is 104 s, which is well204

above the foreshock ULF wave period of 20–30 s. An O+ ion reaches gyroperiods of ≤30205

s only when the magnetic field strength is ≥34.7 nT, and such strong magnetic fields are206

limited to the low-altitude dayside magnetic barrier region under nominal upstream con-207

ditions at Venus. However, lighter species are more likely to become gyroresonant with208

the ULF waves (Shimazu et al., 1996).209

In order to isolate the effect of the ion foreshock on the O+ energization, we per-210

formed a test run with a purely perpendicular upstream IMF relative to the solar wind211

flow. Under perpendicular IMF conditions, the bow shock is quasi-perpendicular through-212

out the simulation domain, and, consequently, no ion foreshock nor foreshock ULF waves213

form and there are no dawn-dusk asymmetries (Jarvinen et al., 2013). In the test run,214

the O+ escape rate does not show the significant fluctuations found in the Parker IMF215

case; the escape fluctuations had a peak-to-peak amplitudes less than 10% and periods216
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less than 10 seconds. These weak fluctuations may be associated with turbulence or mir-217

ror mode waves in the magnetosheath (Volwerk et al., 2016), or arise as a result of sta-218

tistical macroparticle noise in the model. Conversely, the test run demonstrates that the219

statistical macroparticle noise is not the source of the fluctuations in the Parker spiral220

case.221

As the wave modulation of the ion escape may occur also at Mars (Kallio et al.,222

2006), we will focus future studies on the role of the magnetosheath wave activity and223

the dynamics of the induced magnetospheres on the heavy ion energization and escape224

at both Venus and Mars (Futaana et al., 2017; Dimmock et al., 2018; Girazian et al., 2019).225

Furthermore, foreshock waves upstream of the quasi-parallel bow shock can couple with226

the low-altitude proton fluxes via the energetic neutral atom (ENA) production at Mars227

(Fowler et al., 2019), but it is still an open question how the charge exchange, electron228

impact ionization and ionospheric photochemistry processes are affected by the ULF waves229

(Yamauchi et al., 2015; Mazelle et al., 2018), what are the ULF wave properties and their230

effect on the cold ion escape in or near the ionosphere and further in the tail (Dubinin231

and Fraenz , 2016; Omidi et al., 2020), or how the ULF modulation of the escape and232

energization of heavy ions works under different upstream conditions, including flow-aligned233

IMF cases when the ion pickup is not a significant source of planetary ion acceleration234

(Luhmann et al., 1993). Resolving the contribution of the ULF waves on the ion escape235

for different upstream conditions and ionization processes allows us to assess the evo-236

lutionary significance of its contribution on the atmospheric erosion at unmagnetized plan-237

ets.238

5 Conclusions239

We analyze the Venus-solar wind interaction using a global hybrid simulation, which240

demonstrates a strong modulation of the O+ ion energization and escape by the fore-241

shock ULF waves. Consistent with the pickup of planetary ions by the solar wind con-242

vective electric field (rather than gyroresonance), the O+ energization is modulated by243

the ULF waves in the upstream, magnetosheath and low-altitude regions leading to the244

25% peak-to-peak fluctuations in the global escape rate from the simulation domain. This245

mechanism is sufficiently effective that it needs to be accounted for in the interpretation246

of heavy ion observations and possible acceleration of planetary ions by plasma waves247

at Venus and Mars.248
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Figure 1. A snapshot of (a-b) the Bz component of the magnetic field and (c-d) the O+ bulk

flux at t = 350 s in the analyzed simulation run. The parameters are shown on the z = 0 and

y = 0 planes. A partially transparent three-dimensional volume rendering of the O+ bulk flux in

regions with n(O+) × |~U |(O+) ≥ 109 m−2 s−1 is shown in panels (c) and (d). Magnetic field lines

are shown projected on the z = 0 plane in panel (b). The three-dimensional field line tracing

was started in the upstream region at z = 2000 km. Small grey spheres give the location of the

points P1-P3. Big grey-black sphere has the radius of Venus for context. See Movie S01 in the

supplementary material for temporal evolution of the parameters.
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Figure 2. Time series of the O+ (a) escape rate through the outer boundaries of the simula-

tion domain and (b-f) net escape rate (outward-inward) at spherical shells at r = 1.1 ... 2.7 RV.

The escape rate in panel (a) was determined as a sum of particles hitting the outer boundaries

and being removed from the run. The escape rate in panels (b-f) was calculated by integrating

the radial particle bulk flux over each shell (Q =
∑

n(O+) × Ur(O+), where n is the number

density and Ur is the radial component of the bulk velocity).
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Figure 3. Time series of the magnetic field magnitude (blue curve) and Bz (red curve) at the

points P1-P3, which are shown in Figure 1. The magnitude was translated to the same mean

value as the z-component.
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Figure 4. Time series of the O+ energization rate q ~E · ~U(O+) at the points P1-P3, which are

shown in Figure 1. q is the particle electric charge, ~E is the electric field and ~U(O+) is the O+

bulk velocity. See Movies S02 and S03 in the supplementary material for temporal and spatial

evolution of the energization.
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